Country Statement - Indonesia
Agenda 3.b

Thank You mr. Chair

Regarding the agenda 3.b we would like to deliver our interventions as follows:

1. Indonesia welcomes the new FAO Umbrella programme on measuring the Sustainable Development Goals and support the “50 by 2030” initiative for implementing the Agricultural Integrated Survey Program.

2. BPS has applied the Area Sampling Frame (ASF) method to measure agricultural data on food crops. ASF can be defined as the list of areas, often called segments, which have clear borders and can be identified. This method can improve the accuracy of harvest areas measurement by using geographical information system, rather than the old method by using eye estimate (subjective manner). ASF implementation in Indonesia combined the map of paddy field areas obtained from remote sensing technology (satellite imagery) as a sampling frame and utilized Android equipment for field observation. Finally, BPS also has been developing other big data collection method, such as nowcasting statistics by using web-scraper for consumer price index (CPI) inflation, occupancy rate, e-commerce, and to strengthen the phenomenon that occurs from demographic and labor statistics results.

3. For Your Information, Next year in 2021 Indonesia will have women and agricultural land ownership and farm-based SDGs Indicators through the implementation of the first Indonesian Agricultural Integrated Surveys (AGRIS). BPS-Statistics Indonesia welcomes technical assistances from FAO and UN-WOMEN.